
November 1 We went over what the science fair
was all about. Me and my partner brainstormed
ideas. This was the start of our science fair.
November 9
We joined the platform eventually because we
had troubles with google classroom. And this is
when our procrastination began because of our
horrible schedules and plannings.
November 20
We decided on the idea of triclosan
researching some facts about our new science
fair idea. This project was chosen via a di�cult
yet simple process of elimination. First we
consider how obesity a�ects humans via
testing obese rats. We quickly realized how
impractical and ridiculous of an idea this was.
We then proceed to ponder about the supposed
idea of toothpaste being toxic to baboons.
After gathering our separated brain cells, we
decided to do a topic related to the dangers of
dentistry and periodontics.



November 28
We just researched a little bit on our at the
time, empty, project. A desolate domain or
deserted district as some exquisite beings may
say. Really not doing anything because we
didn’t have that drive and spirit honestly.
December 6
My partner left and I really did nothing.
December 14
I skipped this because I forgot. What happened
on this uneventful day.
January 9
My partner came back and I did nothing.
Partner Perspective: I did nothing too because
when you travel across the Pacific Ocean and
stu� you really don’t feel like doing anything
productive. I mean when was the last time you
wanted to do extracurriculars after traveling
for 24 hours straight. Get it. Yeah that’s what I
thought.



January 29
We skimmed through entries on triclosan
reading every drip of information and soon we
filled out buckets of information. Trucks of
research were formed and many more were to
come in the times of prosperity and happiness.
January 25
Me and my partner hit a wall of despair as we
realized we were not sourcing up good
information and all of our work was not
needed. We basked in our failures but had to
advance so with a heavy heart we abandoned
the information we thought was good. The
reason was we found out we were literally just
writing down random words and combining
them together like a homunculus of a sentence.
It was horrific. Sentences like “Evil triclosan
causes cancer disease” were being formed and
we couldn’t let this slide. So we started actually
researching on good reliable websites and
creating readable sentences.



February 2 through 23
We just researched more information about
Triclosan. Worked on slides from time to time.
February 29
Me and my partner started planning out our
trifold placing information throughout the
ginormous wall. Then we suddenly realized that
our analysis was not enough.
March 2
My partner gave me more information on the
analysation. So I put it on the triclosan trifold.
Wait back up, back up… We did extravagant
amounts of research and after printing out
numerous articles and documents we
succeeded in achieving our final goal… Putting
the random stu� that is kinda uneventful on
our SPRAY PAINTED AND DOUBLE PAINTED,
SUPER COOL, Trifold. After 3 days of dubious
work and procrastination gluing and planning.
We achieved our final product. TREACHEROUS
TRICLOSAN. . . Rest of our days were pointless.






